Dear Mother:

Received your package of books yesterday, thanks alot for them I am very glad to have them.

I hope you are feeling well and are enjoying your stay in Vernon.

How is the weather in Fort Worth and Vernon now. I suppose it must be still pretty hot there although here it has already turned quiet cold.

Do you ever hear much from John? Where is he?

I am receiving a letter from Robert (sic) once a month now.

Do you ever hear much from John? Where is he?
I am receiving a letter from Robert about once a month now.
In the future if you send me some books you can send me "time" magazine not "Ford times" and books like "close to the wind." I don't really want, they are too heavy and you could have sent me much smaller books instead, but it's not unjust if you made a very good choice in these books and I'm grateful.
Well that's about all for now. Marina sends her love.

Love
Lee